Charge to the Jury.
Mr Justice Darling
arranged, and so on ; I do not think I need go into this minutely,
because the  defence agree that she died of  arsenical poisoning.
But there  is some  point as to  where the  arsenic  was, because
the  different  doctors  attach importance to  that.    He said,   " I
arn familiar with cases of arsenical poisoning.    After swallowing
food with arsenic in it, the time till evacuation of the food would
vary, but it would be within twenty-four hours or a little longer.
The   arsenic   hastens  evacuation;   with  fluid   it  passes  quicker.
The irritant action of  arsenic leads to the more rapid passage.
The irritant action is first in the stomach,  causing first of all
pain  and  nausea,  and later vomiting.      It sometimes produces
bleeding  into the stomach cavity.    The blood would colour the
vomit a dark brown, or a dirty colour.    After getting into the
blood, the arsenic would affect the heart, and bring about dilata-
tion and quickened action, and dilatation would be likely to be
accompanied by a murmur."    He describes the kidneys and says,
(t I  am  certain that the  condition of  her  kidneys,   heart,   and
liver was due to arsenical poisoning/'    That is very important,
because he said there was damage to the liver,   damage to the
heart, and damage to the kidneys; and he says,  tc I am certain
that the condition of the kidneys, heart,  and liver was due to
arsenical   poisoning."    The   suggestion  for the   defence   is  that
the  arsenic was  taken  only six  days before her   death.    As to
the intestines, it was impossible to say whether the inflammation
was there at the time of death,  owing to post-mortem changes.
Then he goes into the question of the time before she went to
the asylum,  and, unless it is desired, I will not return to that
part of the case.
Sir H. curtis bennett—There is one matter. In cross-
examination Dr. Spilsbury said the condition of the liver and the
kidneys that he found was consistent with one dose of arsenic six
days before.
Mr. justice darling—I shall come to the cross-examination;
will you remind me of that then in case I do not remember itf
He described how he sent considerable portions of the inside of
Mrs. Armstrong to Mr. Webster, and everybody has said that he
is a most competent analyst. Dr. Spilsbury said, " I know the
result of Mr. "Webster's examination and analysis; from the amount
of arsenic present in the large and small intestines, it is clear that
a large dose, possibly a fatal dose, must have been taken within
twenty-four hours of death." That is most important. If he is
right about that, the whole theory of the defence is impossible as
to her taking arsenic and killing herself, because for more than
twenty-four hours before her death, for a good long time she could
not move hand or foot, she was lying at the point of death. Dr.
Spilsbury says, " From the amount of arsenic present in the large
and small intestines, it is clear that a large dose, a possible fatal
dose, must have been taken within twenty-four hours of her death,
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